
A people's movement promoting the aims and ideals 
of the United Nations through education and 
awareness 
 

UNAAWA Entry: The Global Challenges Prize 
Be Part of the Conversation – A New Shape for Global Cooperation 

Western Australians with ideas on 21st century global governance are invited to 
collaborate in preparing the UNAAWA entry in The Global Challenges Prize 2017. 

 

 
 
 

 
 

Application 
Organisations and individuals wishing to contribute to 
the UNAAWA entry must submit an application form 
to gcs@unaa-wa.org.au by 5pm 30 June 2017. 
 

Further information provided at a Briefing Session, 
5.30pm Friday 26 May at 

Lotteries House, 33 Moore St, EAST PERTH 
RSVP by 24 May to Rees Barrett 

Email: gcs@unaa-wa.org.au 
 

The application form is available on request by 
emailing gcs@unaa-wa.org.au 
 

Based on ideas for global governance outlined in 
applications, UNAAWA will invite individuals and one 
representative from organisations to the UNAAWA 
Visions for Global Governance Conference in Perth, 
late August (details to be announced). The conference 
provides a forum for presenting and contesting ideas 
and achieving consensus on key elements to be 
included in the UNAAWA entry in The Global 
Challenges Prize 2017. 
 
 
 

The Global Challenges Foundation based In 
Stockholm is running a worldwide conversation 
to find models for international decision-making 
capable of addressing risks facing humanity (a 
global governance model). The competition is 
not looking for blueprints to avert specific risks. 

See: https://globalchallenges.org/en 

The model may be a new or revised process 
and/or structure that must be able to: 
x Be implemented in the foreseeable future 
x Win significant civic acceptance 
x Minimise limits on nation-state sovereignty 

Entries are assessed on how well they might 
manage global risks and meet the criteria of: 
1. Core values 
2. Decision-making capacity 
3. Effectiveness 
4. Resources and financing 
5. Trust and insight 
6. Protection against the abuse of power 
7. Decision-maker accountability 
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